if there is a distinct neural system dealing with choosing age to this area leads to severe difficulties in spontanebetween voluntary actions, this system will be engaged ously initiating actions [6], the precise mechanisms to a lesser extent by the more automatic action. Conseunderlying such "volitional" deficits remain to be esquently, the comparison of neural activity between these tablished. Previous studies have implicated the medial two actions potentially reveals not only activity related frontal cortex in conflict monitoring [7-10] and the conto conflict but also activity related to volition. Paradigms trol of voluntary action [11, 12] , suggesting that these that traditionally have been used to assess conflict may key processes are functionally related or share neural substrates. Here, we combine a novel behavioral parathus be equally confounded by volition. digm with functional imaging of the oculomotor sys-
Figure 1. Experimental Paradigm and Behavior
(A) Temporal sequence of visual cues during each trial (not to scale). While fixating a red square, subjects planned a speeded saccade to one of two targets (white squares) that were either freely chosen (free plan) or specifically indicated (directed plan; here, a left plan is illustrated). A change in the fixation cue from red to green ("go" cue) signaled the execution of the saccade. After a variable interval (stimulus onset asynchrony) following the go cue, and before the saccade was executed, a "change" or "no-change" cue instructed subjects either to continue with their plan or to execute a saccade to the opposite target instead. The SOA was modulated online to target a 50% success rate in directed change trials. (B) Raw saccadic traces from one subject performing the task in the scanner (negative eccentricity indicates leftward displacement). Data from left-directed change trials are shown. (C) Plot of SOA for directed change trials performed by one subject. After each direct change trial, the SOA was automatically increased or decreased by 50 ms depending on whether the subject succeeded or failed in changing plans [40] . The algorithm sampled randomly from two independent threads starting at 0 and 300 ms. independently or not by looking for a statistical interacthat allowed them to choose their target and prepare for the saccade, subjects were centrally cued to perform tion between the factors used to manipulate them.
In addition, we predicted that the outcome of conflict their planned saccade as quickly as they could ("go" cue). After another variable interval (stimulus onset between voluntary saccadic plans in our experiment would be reflected by activity within the SEF, a medial asynchrony), a cue presented at fixation instructed subjects either to continue with their original plan ("nostructure that is implicated in the control of saccades during conflict [19] [20] [21] [22] and that has direct connections change" trials) or to cancel it and execute a saccade as rapidly as possible to the opposite target ("change" to brainstem oculomotor centers.
Nine subjects performed the change-of-plan task, trials). In no-change trials there was no explicit competition which is related to saccadic countermanding [ their speed and the delay between them (the SOA). If The saccadic latencies obtained during scanning were consistent with a race model in which the response the SOA is too short, subjects have ample time to change saccade direction, and little conflict ensues; if the SOA is determined by the outcome of competition between the "go" and "change" processes. Critically, directed is too long, the change instruction occurs too late to interfere with the planned saccade and thus generate trials on which subjects failed to change their planned saccade (i.e., errors) had significantly lower saccadic any conflict. We therefore maximized the conflict during change trials on an individual subject basis by automatilatencies than those on which they successfully changed plans (median difference ϭ 107 ms; distributions significally adjusting the SOA during the course of the experiment as performance varied, so that a successful cantly different within each subject, p ϭ 0.05; one-tailed, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; see Figure S1 in change of plan occurred on approximately half of all direct change trials ( Figure 1C ). Thus, in this paradigm the Supplemental Data available with this article online). For each subject, plots of the probability of successfully we were able to independently manipulate volition (free versus directed) and conflict (change versus no change). changing plans against the SOA adjusted for individual variations in reaction time showed a monotonic relation Our paradigm offered a number of critical advantages over other paradigms specifically designed to study as predicted by the race model (see Figure S2 ). Furthermore, the SOA manipulation successfully balanced the conflict or free choice. S3 .) This is not unexpected because subjects in was similar. Third, our manipulation also resulted in approximately equal frequencies of errors and successes both types of trials were given ample time (between 800 and 1200 ms) to prepare a response (see Experimental in the change task, ensuring that error-related activity was not confounded by "oddball" responses to the rarity Procedures).
Analysis of blood oxygenation level-dependent of such events (another common problem in conflict tasks). Finally, because the no-change condition was
(BOLD) responses in medial frontal cortex revealed activation in the rostral pre-SMA (coordinates 2, 30, 48; signaled by an explicit cue-and therefore required active monitoring-our design allowed us to eliminate actit ϭ 5.53; p ϭ 0.001 corrected for multiple comparisons) specifically associated with changing plans (conflict facvation related to attention or arousal, or to an imbalance in the number of visual events. tor). Importantly, conflict-associated activity here was nected [36] and which has direct connections to brainstem oculomotor centers [37] . We found that conflict- 
